Court rules on funding
The California State Supreme Court
established ground rules for initiatives and
threw out a non -election year fundraising ban
by legislative candidates. Page 5

Dancing at SJSU
Modern dance group Dance For Two will be
showing off its stuff Saturday and Sunday
nights at the Studio Theatre. Page 6
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A mountain of doo

A Halloween victory

This monstrous pile of pigeon feces is
just an example of several piles that
have been building up at Duncan Hall.
The piles, which are cleaned up only
when people call and request it, are
creating some concerns with the
teachers and staff that work there.
Below

The ninth -ranked women’s volleyball team
swept past the Mustangs of Cal Poly on
Wednesday night Page 4

Pillars in the trenches
The offensive line of the SJSU football team is
helping the Spartans enjoy a great season.
Page 4
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Weather
Mosdy sunny with highs in the mid
60s and lows in the mid 40s. Winds
cut of the south around) mph
- National Weather Service
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Charges filed on
6 football players
By Bill Williamson
Daly staff writer

Nikki Hart Daily

California gubernatorial candidate Diane Feinstein signals
to the crowd a% she was leaving SJSU on Thursday while

staff photographer

SJSU Director of Health Services Richard Sanchez looks
on. More than 1,300 people attended the rally.

Feinstein lambasts Republicans
By Leigh Ann Clifton
Daily stall weber

Californians can’t afford four more
years of Republican leadership, said
gubernatorial candidate Dianne Feinstein
and other top Democrats on the state
ticket Thursday at a rally at the SJSU
Event Center.
Feinstein talked to the crowd of more
than 1,3(1) about the environment, health
insurance, abortion and drugs and briefly
touched on the education of California’s
citizens.
"Leadership can come in a skirt, just as
well as in a pin -stripe suit," Feinstein
said, smiling. "The only thing that matters is how much a leader cares."
Feinstein. incumbent Lt. Governor Leo
McCarthy, incumbent Secretary of State
March Fong Eu and Kathleen Brown,
candidate for gate treasurer all addressed
the crowd. Also in attendance was
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos, D-San
Jose, Congressman Norm Mincta, D-San
Jose.
Dr. Richard Sanchez, director of SJSU
health services, served on San Francisco’s Health Commission while Feinstein
was mayor. Presently he serves on her
campaign finance committee.
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Sanchez. praised her as a woman and
leader who believes "a woman’s body is
under her own domain." Introducing
Feinstein, he called her a "dynamic
woman."
One visible issue in this campaign and
in many others across the nation is abortion. Feinstein, who is pro-choice, said
"we should regulate savings and loans,
but not a woman’s body."

She said she was leery of "choice
being thrust into the vagaries of state legislators."
Feinstein said her vision of California
is a state with "many different people
being able to live together without bias."
Referring to her detractors, Feinstein
said. "they’ve said, ’she is too little, too
late; that no Southerners would vote for
Northerners; that men wouldn’t vote for a
woman’." Feinstein said they’re wrong
and that the voters will prove that when
they go to the polls Tue.sday.
Proposition 128, popularly known as
See FEINSTEIN, page 5

Fiscalini addresses students
By Angus Klein
Daly start wnier

San Jose mayoral candidate Frank Fiscalini promised during an appearance on
campus Thursday that the SJSU community will sec a whole new era of cooperation between the city government and
SJSU if he’s elected mayor Tuesday.
Fiscalini held an informal question and
answer session in front of the Student

Union from II am. to 12:30 p.m. Thursday as part of the last leg of his campaign
for mayor.
Fiscalini, who projected the image of
an earnest man who is comfortable fielding questions from the general public,
stood behind a bench and answered most
questions in depth to a crowd that fluctuSee FISCAIJNI, page .1

Six SJSU football players face charges
resulting from two different incidents at a
downtown San Jose nightclub.
Five of the players are scheduled to be
arraigned Nov. 15 in Santa Clara County
Municipal Court on assault and battery
charges stemming from a Sept. 30 fight
with security staff members at the Club
Oasis.
Linebackers Everett Lampkins. 23, and
Lyneil Mayo, 22; guard Chad Hymel, 22;
center Brian Woods, 21, and wide receiver
Gabe Smith, 22 were allegedly involved in
the altercation with bouncers at the club.
An Oasis bouncer suffered a broken nose
during the melee.
"The football players started the fight
with our bouncers," said Janice Machiko,
Oasis promotions manager. "They were
bothering some of our employees and our
guys asked them to relax and talk about it
outside.
"On the way out of the back door the
biggest guy sucker punched our guy, who is
our smallest bouncer."
The charges are misdemeanors, each
punishable by up to one year in county jail
and a fine of up to $2,000.
Spartan free safety Hesh Colff, 20, was
arrested at the Club Oasis on Oct. 25 on
suspicion of interfering with a police officer
and carrying a false ID. Colar’s arraignment is pending.
All of the arrested Spartans are starters
except Smith. Hymel underwent arthroscopic knee surgery this week, and he may
be available for next week’s game at New
Mexico State.
Head coach Terry Shea has suspended
Colar for Saturday’s home game against

Fullerton State.
Shea said he has not decided if he wants
to suspend the other five players.
Mayo was suspended for one game after
his arrest in September on suspicion of
domestic violence, but charges were never
filed. He was, however, convicted on outstanding traffic warrants.
Mayo was sentenced Monday to two
years probation and will have to serve 15
days of weekend community service beginning in January.
"I talked about image to my team from
the first day I stepped on this campus," said
Shea, who was hired as the squad’s coach
on April 13. "What my team does is very
important to me. The Nov. 15 arraignment could figure in
the squad’s run at the Big West Conference
title. The Spartans currently lead rival Fresno State by a half-game.
The two teams finish the regular season
at Spartan Stadium two days after the Nov.
17 court appearances. Because the two
teams are so far ahead of the other six
squads in the conference, the winner of the
contest will represent the conference on
Dec. 8 in the California Raisin Bowl.
The five players who were involved in
the incident with Club Oasis security Sept
30, one day after the team’s 29-23 victory
at Stanford, were cited but not arrested.
The Sept. 30 incident, coupled with
Colar’s trouble at the club, has resulted in a
team-wide ban at the club.
Although the Oasis has forbidden team
members from entering its doors, other
SJSU community nightclubs are vaned on
their stances.
Bob Simpson of Paradise Beach said his
club only prohibits individuals from entering, not entire groups.

VSA satisfies concerns;
donates funds to charity
By Leigh Ann Clifton
Daly stall writer

In September, charges surfaced alleging
that officials of the Vietnamese Students
Association misappropriated funds meant
for charity.
The charges, brought by former VSA
member Thinh Ha. claimed that donations
collected at a February benefit show sponsored by the VSA. had in fact never been
donated and sat in VSA accounts.
Oct. 7. after a seven month period. the
funds were donated, according to Tam
Quart’. VSA president.
Qukh said the money was donated to
Aid to Refugee Children Without Parents.
Inc., in San Jose. Executive Director of the
company. Huu Nguyen, acknowledged
receipt of the money, $400. in an Oct.12 letter to the VSA.

"We are looking forward to your continued support..." Nguyen said. Of the $400 in
donated, more than $300 were student
donations. The rest was added by the VSA.
Quach said he was told by former VSA
president Tnn Ranh in September that the
money was for Nguyen’s organization and
he feels the situation has been resolved.
The delay in following through on donating the money had created some concern
among current and former VSA members,
who questioned the club’s effectiveness in
meeting as obligations to students.
The VSA currently has about 350 members. About 70 of these members are new,
having joined since mid-September. he said.
Nguyen said he hadn’t been contacted
about donating the money to his organizaSee V.SA, page 5

Fowl feces leave building in foul feather
By Uri Sinsley
Daly staff wrier

Every so often, Dick Quisenberry sends out a team of custodians,
dressed in rubber boots, disposable
overalls and anti -toxic face ma.sks,
to clean piles of pigeon poop off
building ledges.
The dirty work is done only when
someone requests it and the custodians take precautions not to expose
themselves or others to the solid
waste that can cause pneumonia, and
in some extreme cases, death.
They remove the guano by wetting it and shoveling it up into plastic bags, which are then scaled and
disposed of as normal trash, according to Victor Castillo, director of
grounds, transvonation and cu.stodial services at SJSU.
Pigeon feces present a possible
health hazard if it dries, turns into dust
and becomes airborne, Castilki said.
Scientifically known as psittacosis, the threatening disease is an

infectious form of pneumonia transmitted by certain birds, according
to the "Merck Manual," a medical
terminology book.
"Human infection usually occurs
by inhaling dust from feathers or
their excreta," according to the
manual.
Castillo said the disease inflames
the respiratory system. The manual
states that other symptoms include
fever, chills and anorexia. If a case
goes untreated, death may occur.
"We’ve seen no evidence that it’s
a problem here. Certainly no cases
have ever been diagnosed while
I’ve been director." said Robcn J.
Latta, associate director of SJSU
student health services.
Lana first heard about the disease
in the late ’60s when he worked at
the Center for Disease Control in
Atlanta.
"It’s something you always hear
about but it’s not that common
actually," 1.aita said.

Andy Ramos, SJSU’s environmental health and occupational
safety director, said that "the pigeon
droppings are only a problem for
people who are sensitive to
pigeons. Something so organic is
hardly dangerous for the general
population."
But others disagree. The concern
surrounding the toxicity of pigeon
feces came to light in 1988. when
occupants in Duncan Hall questioned the way workers were
removing the waste from the
rooftops.
"Years ago you took a broom and
cleaned it up. said Peter Lester,
chairman of the meteorology department. who’s in charge of an observational platform on the top of Duncan
Hall. "You can’t do that anytnore."
Pigeons, undeterred by the fake
owls that are there today to ward
them off, nxisted on meteorological equipment and air supply fans
See FECES, page .S

Ann Nelson

Daily Ate photographer

Pigeon droppings, like these on the roof of Duncan Hall, can create health hazards
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Think of planet at the polls Commute complaints unneeded; Ad
t’s the environmental groups
inappropriate; college benefits few
ELECTION
pushing for increased global

1

consciousness versus business
groups fighting for a stabilized
economy. It’s Proposition 128 versus
Proposition 135.
These two initiatives, along with
the Forest Forever campaign,
Proposition 130, and Proposition 138,
termed Big Stump by
environmentalists, could possibly be
the most controversial decisions
facing voters in the November 6
election.
Proposition 128, the Environmental
Protection Act of 1990, is designed to
regulate a broad range of
environmental issues.
It would completely phase out the
use of cancer-causing, ozonedepleting pesticides on food.
It would provide a $300 million
bond issue to buy ancient redwood
forests to prevent logging of these
trees.
It would make more restrictions on
emissions of CFC’s,
chlorofluorocarbons, which deplete
the ozone layer. It would also
appropriate $40 million for
environmental research and limit oil
drilling.

The passing of Proposition 128
would be a bold leap, taken with a
giant swallow, toward the goal of a
new set of priorities with the planet at
the top.
Faced with profits now or a global
future, it is irresponsible of industrial
groups to submerge these responsible
choices.
Proposition 135, backed by the
California Farm Bureau Federation
and the California Growers
Association, is supposed to regulate
pesticides by expanding government
regulation programs. It creates added
bureaucracies by establishing more
pesticide advisory panels and
provides only $25 million dollars
through 1995 for pesticide research.
Its self-stated purpose on the ballot
is to cancel Proposition 128.
Section 87 of the initiative text
reads, "it is the intent of the people to
implement this initiative measure.. to
the exclusion of the Environmental
Protection Act of 1990."
Vote no on 135 and yes on 128.

Forests Forever, Proposition
130, and the timber
industrybacked proposition
138 are also setting up battle lines
between the environment and the
economy.
Propostion 130 would create a 10year program to buy and protect
ancient forests and provide a wildlife
habitat with a $742 million bond.
Its main purpose is to completely
eliminate clearcutting.
Proposition 130 prohibits anyone
who owns more than 5,000 acres from
cutting down more trees in 10 years
that will grow up within the same
time period.
That is sensible protection for the
future.
Opponents claim that loggers and
mill workers will lose their jobs. But

the bond provides $32 million for a
timber industry employee
compensation program.
Proposition 138 would provide
$300 million towards the reforestation
of private timberlands under 5,000
acres. It only bans clearcutting in
ancient forests and allows for
continued clearcutting elsewhere.
Proposition 138 would allow giant
timber companies to continue
removing forests and creating large
moonscapes. Those companies would
be exempt from reforestation
requirements by having land larger
than 5,000 acres.
This shows a complete disregard for
the integral part the forests play in the
ecosystem of the West Coast.
Proposition 138 deserves a no vote.
Vote yes on Proposition 130.
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Editor,
I am writing in response to Todd
Anderson’s article, "The Commute
from hell solved."
It is people like you that do not
understand the reasons that other
students have for not car pooling to
school since you "live a mere block
from campus".
Good for you Todd, why don’t you
find us all a place to live close to
campus so we don’t have to drive to
school and while your at it, why don’t
you donate money to those that have to
live at home since they can’t afford to

live on or near campus.
I used to live three blocks from
school and enjoyed riding my bike, but
now I no longer have that
"convenience. I live farther away
because the rent is too high downtown
and nothing is available that is worth
living in.
I’m not complaining about not
finding any parking and I don’t enjoy
"choking" our environment. If anything
I’d like to car pool and save energy, but
I have no choice but to drive alone.
Do me a favor Anderson. Since
you’re so caring about our air, why
don’t you find me a person that can car
pool with me at eight in the morning,

that has the same schedule as I do, that
lives in my area, that can leave school
at two, that has a job to go to right after
near my work, and doesn’t mind
getting home at eight in the evening.
And if you can’t help, then stop your
complaining. You have no right to.
Enjoy your last year as a senior,
graduate, and let someone else move
into your place. Your "mere block from
campus" home is just perfect for
someone who needs it.
Lilly Gutierrez
Junior
Advertising

Thanks, Kristi
Editor,
My thanks to A.S. Executive Vice
President Kristi Nowak for clarifying
the recent Frank Fiscalini campaign
endorsement made by Arneze
Washington.
I. and I am sure many other students,
were unaware that the purpose of
Associated Students is not to publicly
and officially endorse political
campaigns.
The truth of the matter may be that
President Washington in no way
intended his picture and the
promotional statement below it to be
printed as an official campaign
endorsement for Frank Fiscalini.
However, this was the very effect
that this ad achieved. I, and many
people with whom I spoke, had
understood this paid political
advertisement to be an official
endorsement by the Associated
Students.
This angers me because President
Washington’s job is to represent the
students. This political ad did not fairly
represent the students and was very
misleading.
This sort of opportunist political
schmoozing will not be tolerated by
myself and others, when student
representation is involved.
Lessly Wikle
Senior
Communications

QUOTE OF TIIE WEEK

Forum policies
The Spartan Daily provides a daily
Forum page. Contributions to the page are
encouraged from students, staff, faculty,
others who are interested in the University
at large.
Any letter or column for the Forum page
must be turned into the Letters to the Editor
box in the Spartan Daily newsroom, WLN
104, during office hours.
Submissions may also be mailed to
Forum Editor, The Spartan Daily,
Department of Journalism, San Jose State
University, San Jose, CA., 95192. Articles
and letters must contain the author’s name,
phone number, address, and major (if a
student).
Contributions should be typed or
submitted on 3.5" Macintosh -compatible
disc.
Submissions become property of the
Spartan Daily and will be edited for
grammar, libel, spelling and length.
Categories available to non -Daily
Staffers are:

No choice

Campus voice: 500-900 word essays on
current campus, political, or personal
issues. Submissions should be well
researched.
Letters to the Editor: Up to 500 words
responding to Spartan Daily articles, or
calling attention to a particular issue or
point of view.
Other articles which appear on this page
include:
Reporters/Editors forum: Opinion
pieces written by Spartan Daily staff
writers/editors which do not necessarily
represent the views of the Spartan Daily,
The Department of Mass Communications,
or SJSU. Reporters are prohibited from
writing opinion on issues they cover for
news sections.
Editorials: Unsigned opinion pieces
which appear in the upper-left corner of the
forum page are the majority opinion an
editorial board comprised of Spartan Daily
editors.

"There is another side to the story. . I think they hire
bouncers there from the ghetto. They’re rude, crude.
They’re jealous of the football players."
- Spartan nose guard Bob Bleisch, responding to the Oasis nightclub
banning the football team following a fight that broke out Oct. 25.

School useless
Editor.
A college degree is worthless unless
you want to be a scientist, engineer,
lawyer or doctor.
I’ve spent three years here at SJSU
and have finally discovered that if 1
would have gone to work after high
school I would be earning S25,0fX) per
year right now.
When I was in high school I was told
by teachers, counselors and by my
mother that college was important and
if I didn’t go I would be a laser in life. I
didn’t contest this idea. A friend told
me recently that she didn’t want to

attend college but her father convinced
her.
Today, high sc:,00l drop-outs are
damned by experts and these experts
worship college education as if it were
a panacea for our social problems. The
business degree is worthless. What
better way to learn about business than
by starting at the bottom.
The captains of industry, such as
McCormick, Carnegie, Kaiser, Ford
and Kroc never went to college and
they conquered the world.
My opponents will say "only low
paying jobs are available to
non -college people." Initially, wages
arc low. But who says eight hours is a

workday? What about 12 hours’? As
time passes, wages will rise and if one
is smart, good opportun:zies will be
found. Thousands of young people lose
time, energy and money in school
while listening to neo-socialist rhetoric
and obsolete business strategies.
The only food benefit I’ve received
from SJSU is the friendships I’ve built.
Other than that, SJSU and other
schools have become day care centers
for unproductive, apathetic and
visionless human beings.
Butch Hutchinson
Senior
Economics
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State Supreme Court ruling affects propositions
Court establishes ground rules for initiatives,
throws out non-election year fundraising ban
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) The
state Supreme Court Thurdsay
threw out a ban on non-election
year fundraising by legislative candidates and set ground rules for
competing initiatives that could affect next week’s measures on term
limits and the environment.
In a 5-2 decision, the court said
that when two rival measures are
on the same ballot and get majority
votes, only the one with more
votes takes effect, and no provisions of the other can be enforced.
The ruling, effective in 30 days,
voided all remaining provisions of
Proposition 68. a campaign fi-

nance initiative for legislative candidates that was approved in June
1988 by 53 percent of the voters.
Proposition 73, a milder campaign
finance measure on the same ballot, got 58 percent of the vote.
The court rejected arguments by
Common Cause and other groups
backing Proposition 68 that portions of the measure that did not
expressly conflict with Proposition
73 could be salvaged: an overall
limit on contributions to legislative
candidates, and a ban on off-year
fundraising.
Contribution limits in Proposition 71 have been ruled unconstitu-

tional by a federal judge, but have
been allowed to remain in effect
for legislative races until appeals
are resolved.
Thursday’s ruling could affect
several sets of competing initiatives on next Tuesday’s ballot,
wiping out all provisions of a measure that passed by a majority but
got fewer votes than a conflicting
measure.
For example, Propositions 131
and 140 contain rival sets of .erm
limits for office-holders, but each
also contains other provisions: voluntary spending limits and partial
public financing of campaigns in
Proposition 131. and a cut in the
Legislature’s budget in Proposition
140.
Competing environmental measures
Propositions 130 and 138

Court upholds death sentence
of convicted murderer of child
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
The
California Supreme Court on
Thursday unanimously upheld the
death sentence of Theodore Frank.
convicted of the notorious 1978
torture-murder of 2-year-old Amy
Sue Seitz.
The child’s body was found in a
Southern California canyon. She
had been tortured with pliers,
scratched, raped and strangled.
The defense had argued that admitting testimony about Frank’s
prior, often brutal sexual assaults
on other children, which he detailed in a personal diary, prejudiced the jury.
The attorney said the evidence,
including vivid descriptions of violence. elicited "visceral emotions" from jurors that incensed
the panel.
But the high court, in a 37-page
ruling, said that any such trial errors were minor, especially in light
of the tremendous amount of evidence Orange County Superior
Court Judge John Ryan correctly
allowed the prosecution to submit
to win a death sentence.
"We find no abuse of discretion
here," wrote Chief Justice Malcolm Lucas. "The murder of Amy
occurred in 1978. A continuing
pattern of prior assaults and molestation% of children commencing in
1968 was certainly relevant to the
penalty determination and, from
that standpoint, the offenses in
1968. 1972 and 1973 cannot he
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l le’s sick all right, but not mentally. In this case,
the death penalty is a punishment that fits the
crime.’
,leffre Koch,
assistant attorne), general
deemed unduly remote."
Frank. 55. has twice been sentenced to die in the gas chamber
for murdering Amy and is now on
San Quentin’s death row.
His attorney. Public Defender
Kent Barkhurst, said he planned to
petition the California Supreme
Court for a rehearing and to appeal
the sentence to the U.S. Supreme
Court.
"Because of Mr. Frank’s mental
illness he deserves to be in prison.
but not executed," Barkhurst said.
"He’s a model prisoner and has assisted other inmates in learning
how to read. He has adjusted to
prison 1 ife .
Frank, who has been diagnosed
as a pedophile, has admitted to
molesting children but denies he
killed Amy, his attorney said.
But Jeffrey Koch, the assistant
attorney general who handled the
case on appeal. called Frank "a
monster who knew exactly what he
was doing."
"He had a penchant for sexually
torturing kids lie stalked them. It
was all set), deliberate." Koch
said. "He’s sick all right, but not
p m . SJSU bowling alley call 971-1768
SJSU FOLK DANCE CLUB: All request
night. Pawning intermediate Balkan and

Kolo. 8-1030 pm Women s Gym-SPX 89
SpartaGude is a daily calendar avail- call 293-1302
able to SJSU student, faculty and
MUSLIM STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: Constaff organizations at no charge
gregational Prayers IJUMA) 12 30 p m Islamic Center of San Jose. call 947-9389
TODAY
CLUB ANIMANIACS OF SJSU: Japanese
animation showing. 4.8 30 p m . Engineering
Budding Auditorium Room 189

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Interview preparation. explore
techniques for effective interview preparation. 12 30 pm.SU Costanoan Room call
924-6030 Co-op orientation, introduction to
Cooperative Education, a professional work
experience program Includes details and
application procedures. 12 30 pm SU Almaden Room. call 924.6030
PRE-MED CLUB: Stanford School of Medicine tour, 1 45 pm. meet behind Duncan
Hall call 452-0610
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Bowline . 845

Escape artist
dies in coffin
on Halloween
FRESNO (API -- An escape
artist who modeled himself after
Harry Houdini died in a Halloween
stunt when tons of dirt and wet cc
ment collapsed the plastic glass
coffin he had locked himself into
Joseph W. Humus. 32, whi,
billed himself as "Amazing Joe.
died at 9:30 p.m. Wednesday at
Blackbeartrs Family Fun Center,
said police It. Roger Enmark.
The exact cause of death was not
determined, Enmark said.
About 150 peoplb. including
some relatives, watched as aides
frantically dug at the dirt and cement to try to rescue Humus from
the artificial grave.
"They attempted to get him out
but it did no good," Enmark said.
Before the stunt. Amating
Joe" said he considered himself a
successor to the great escape artist
lioudini, who died on Oct. 31,
1926.
"I consider myself a master ot
illusion and an escape artist. I believe I am the next Houdini and
greater.’ ’ Burrus said.

RADICAL REALITY CHI ALPHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: Weekly worship serv

mentally. In this case, the death
penalty is a punishment that fits the
crime."
In upholding his death sentence.
the Supreme Court also said that
the trial judge didn’t err by letting
the jurors review photographs of
Amy when she was alive and of
her dead body.
"As the prosecutor pointed out
immediately following his use of
the photos in closing arguments,
’You don’t have to be angry; you
don’t have to be emotional: I think
all you have to do is reflect on the
purpose of the death penalty, on its
function, on its justice." the high
court wrote.
In 1985, the state Supreme
Court overturned Frank’s original
death sentence because the trial
judge allowed some of Frank’s diaries into evidence. The diaries recounted molestation% of more than
I(K) children over 20 years. but the
court said a warrant used to seize
the diaries was improper. The penalty phase was retried in Orange
County in 1987 and Frank was
again sentenced to death.
SATURDAY
UNION: Havdalah dinmeet al ATM teller call 971-

JEWISH STUDENT
ner 7 p m
1768

ABHINAYA DANCE COMPANY OF SAN
JOSE: Ancient classical dances of India, 7
p m Morris Dailey Auditorium
4001

cat 294-

on forestry, the Proposition 128
Lower courts had interpreted
"Big Green" initiative and its state law to require comparison of
farmer-backed Proposition 135
rival on pesticides
also contain each provision of rival initiatives
many provisions that do not con- to decide whether portions of a
flict with any portions of the other measure receiving less votes could
measures.
be enforced separately.

any case would not appear to affect
fundraising for legislative candiEagleson rejected that approach dates in next week’s election, curUnder Thursday’s ruling, if two
measures passed and were found to as "judicial legislation" and said rently governed by Proposition 73.
be in overall conflict, none of the there was no reason to think it was
Eagleson noted that the ruling
measure with less votes could be intended by voters who supported
by U.S. District Judge Lawrence
either or both measures.
enforced.
Karlton of Sacramento. striking
Justice Stanley Mosk, in a sepa- down central provisions of PropoWhen a second measure is "directed to the same subject and of- rate opinion, said patching to- sition 73, was not yet final because
fered as a competing regulatory gether parts of two competing ini- appeals are unresolved. He said the
could
scheme ... only the provisions of tiatives
create
"a court did not need to determine
the measure receiving the highest Frankenstein’s monster whose now whether portions of Proposiaffirmative vote are operative," existence the voters never contem- tion 68 could be revived if Proposisaid the opinion by Justice David plated." But dissenting Justice tion 73 were finally ruled unconstiJoyce Kennard, joined by Justice tutional.
Eagleson.

The survey, published in
Thursday’s editions of the
San Francisco Chronicle.
showed Wilson is favored by
47 percent of those surveyed
compared to 39 percent who
said they preferred Feinstein.
Six percent favored other
candidates and 8 percent
were undecided.
The poll. conducted Oct.
26-30, surveyed 1.248 registered voters and has a margin
of error of plus or minus 2.9
percent.
In a similar poll conducted
earlier this month. the U.S
senator led Feinstein 47 percent to 42 percent.
Wilson was favored by
more male voters who were
surveyed, 48 percent compared to 36 percent who preferred former San Francisco
Mayor Feinstein.
Center call 924-2707
CONTRA COSTA COUNTY SHERIFFS
DEPARTMENT: Recruiting 10 am -2 pm
Student Union. call 800.537 -COPS
ADVERTISING 122: Computer fair 10 a m
4 p m . Student Union
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Information
table about Operation Exodus. 9 a.m.-3
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From page I
ated from about 20 to 30 students at
any time.
Fiscalini said he will attempt to
improve the grim situation education faces in the state budgetary
cuts, particularly SJSU and K-12
schools in the San Jose area.
"I’m committed to making the
mayor’s office a tool (for) improving the quality of education," Fiscalini said. "I will help the schools
by helping to brake the barriers in
Sacramento where we spend
approximately $35,000 a year to
keep a criminal incarcerated and
only about $3,300 a year to keep a
student in school."
Fiscalini declared his support for
the closure of San Carlos Street,
because "it would make the area
safer."
"I don’t want to wait around to
see more people get hit on San Carlos Street." he added.
"The campus should be unified
as well, if the street were closed
both sides (the Fourth Street and
10th Street sides) of San Carlos
would serve as gates to the campus."
He discounted opponent Susan
Hammer’s negative advertisements
as "lies."
"Integrity is an issue in this campaign." Fiscalini said. "I’ve been
the victim of two vicious ads
already. They were both untruthful."
He also criticized Hammer’s
experience.
"Hammer’s never managed a

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Republican Pete Wilson is
edging out Democrat Dianne
Feinstein in the gubernatorial
race, according to a new California Poll released Thursday.

SAN JOSE STATE

6C1
RRO I69 vs

FISCALINI

Wilson
ahead in
new poll

large budget. I have," Fiscalini said.
"I managed the whole Eastside
Union School District budget."
Upon being questioned and
doubted by a student about his own
experience in govemment,Fiscalini
quickly replied, "You don’t think I
know the inter-workings of government after spending 25 years as a
CEO of a large school district. Let
me tell you the differences are not
great, the budgets are almost the
same."
One student expressed his concern for "the dwindling amount of
preserved parks in San Jose,"
namely the Coyote Valley area in
South San Jose, to which Fiscalini
expressed sympathy and said he
planned to pursue park preservation
if he was elected.
Fiscalini later responded to questions about the development of
Coyote Valley in terms that he was
planning to do so.
Another student vehemently
asked Fiscalini whether the development of the Coyote Valley was in
contradiction of his past statements
that he was concerned with preserving the last few park areas in
San Jose.
That plan (to develop the Coyote Valley area) is already in effect.
I had nothing to do with the implementation of that plan. I’m the one
who will manage it, and I believe
I’m the only one who can manage
it," Fiscalini said.
He also responded to questions
about how he planned to improve
the parking problems near SJSU by
saying, "1 support the idea of building a huge parking garage near
south campus. it would mean less
traffic in the area"

MONDAY
HISPANIC BUSINESS
General meeting 3 p m

ice. Bible study and fellowship. 730 pm
Duncan Hall Room 135. call (415) 948-0822

8

Allen Broussard, said the approach
the court rejected was required by
state law.
The ruling does not become
final for at least 30 days, and in
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Spikers spook SLO,
resume winning ways
By Shigeru Nishiwaki
Daily staff writer
In what was supposed to be a
night for ghosts and goblins, in the
eyes of Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
the spookiest thing was the SJSU
women’s volleyball team.
The ninth-ranked Spartans defeated the Cal Poly SLO Mustangs
15-7, 15-3, 15-9 on Wednesday
night.
The team’s record is now 17-4,
9-4 in Big West conference play.
The Mustangs dropped to 12-18.
The win, which took just over
one hour, came as a relief for the
team, which had lost three of its
last four matches.
"Coming into the match, we
wanted to win because we had
those lingering thougts about the
losses," freshman setter Annie
Shaughnessy said.
"I feel really good." Betsy
Welsh said. "We needed a good
match to get our confidence back
up after the losses we had last
weekend."
The match started evenly when
neither team took a commanding
lead. The Spartans were up 6-5 in
the first game when they were abIL
to break away, outscoring SLO 9-i
to capture the opening game win.
The Spartans dominance in the
first game carried over to the second game, leaving them with a 120 lead on the verge of a shutout.
But Cal Poly SLO scored three
consecutive points to rally late in
the game.
After recovering the ball on a
four hit call on Cal Poly SLO.
Shaughnessy closed out the game
by serving the next three points.
including an ace that set up the
game point.

Cal Poly played its strongest
game of the evening in the third as
it took a 6-4 lead. But the Spartans
showed why they are ranked ninth,
scoring the next eight points.
The Mustangs could score only
three more points before SJSU
reached match point. Leslie Page’s
block off Cal Poly SLO’s Sonja
Van Winden sealed the game and
match.
"We really needed to play well
tonight and I think we did," Page
said.
"Technically, we did things
very well," said Spartan head
coach John Corbelli. "We were
sharp on our side of the net."
"I didn’t expect to play like we
did tonight," Cal Poly’s Lael Perlstrom said. "We weren’t agressive at all."
Statistically, the Spartans were
led by Dawnis Wilson, who had 17
kills and 12 digs. Shaughnessy had
40 assists and two aces.
The Spartans resumed conference play Thursday night against
New Mexico State University, but
the scores were not available at
press time.
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Leaders
Kills - SJSU, Wlson 17, Welsh 11,
McPherson 8. SI. Van %Minden 8, Myers 5.
Assists - SJSU, Shaughnessy 40 SLO,
Kapp IS.
Digs - SJSU, Wilson 12, Welsh it.
Wagner 9. 51.0, Kraals’ 9. Myers 6.
Team records- SJSU 17.4(9-4); SLO,
r2-18
Attendance - 325.

Seniors Pat Hinds, Chad Hymel,
Brian Woods, Anthony Gallegos
and junior Peni losefa have helped
pave the way for Canley’s success.
All are returning starters, with the
exception of returning red-shirt losefa.
These five veteran standouts
have been a pillar of strength for
the Spartan offense.
The whole offense is based on
how well the offensive line does,"
quarterback Ralph Martini said.
"It starts with the big guys up
front. If they have a bad day, we
are in for a lot of trouble."
The Spartans’ 5-2-1 record
seems to indicate that there haven’t
been many "had days" for the

Bears bounced big time

Dan OCampo - Daily staff photographe

men on the front line.
Consistency and self motivation
are traits common among the five
lineman.
"To really enjoy football you
have to enjoy the little things, like
making a good block," Hinds
said.
Woods said, "You have to play
for your self pride. (Offensive line)
is the only position where you
can’t get player-of-the-week."
There is no statistic that accurately reflects the performance of
the offensive line. However, the
offensive linemen are the first to
talk about the statistics of other
team members.

"1 think we are going to get
Sheldon 1,000 yards (for the season) this week," Hinds said. "No.
I know we will. Sheldon makes
you want to block that much
harder."
"We take pride in helping Sheldon get I .000 yards or Ralph pass
to the Young Guns (SJSU wide receivers), "Gallegos said.
When Martini was going for his
fourth consecutive 300-yard p:i
ing game it was Hinds who sw.i
"We’ve got to get Ralph .301l
again," according to Martini.
"They know the records." Martini said. "That’s their incentive
They take it from ss hat we get."

Washington St. at Stanford: Stfd, 28-20
Cardinal wins after three blow-out losses
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GARY ALLDRIN
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SF 49ers at Green Bay: SF, 26-24

FRIDAY NIGHTS at 7:30 DUNCAN HALL 135

The Majik is gone; Niners dump Big Green

1990 forecast record:19-5
Note: Picks are a majority vote of the Sixperson Spartan Daily sports staff.
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Pillars in the trenches help lead Spartan offense
By Paul Wheaton
Daily staff writer
The mere term "offensive lineman" conjures up images of hardworking, nose-to-the-grindstone,
blue-collar men who epitomize
American values. They do the
tough work but get no recognition.
Sheldon Canley is having a record-breaking year behind the
blocking of a veteran offensive
line, but many people don’t even
know the names of the men in the
pit.
"I give them a big amount of
credit," Canley said. "Without
them in the trenches a lot of my
yards wouldn’t be possible.
They’re heroes in their own
sense "
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At Ph ilt Hoe you will be served with a fortifying
bowl of Vietnamese beef noodle soup called "Ph5"
The soup will be boiling hot delicately seasoned
with Oriental herbs and garnished with a generous
tangle of noodles, bean sprouts, fresh corriander and
peppermint. The flavor Is simply... irresistible!

SPECIAL

And It will be quick too. In fact, Ph5 is intended for
the exhausted students who do not have much time,
yet need a hearty lunch to last until late dinner.

TREAT

Phei also fits a student budget: for only $4.25, an
extra large bowl will be your complete, wholesome
and very tasty meal. It is no wonder the Mercury
News calls Ph5 Fl5a the best bargain in town.
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Right now we are having a great bargain for the
students. Just show your student 1.11 and enjoy
and extra large bowl of Phb and a soda drink for
only
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WORLD PARTY
JUMBO

Great fundraiser for clubs!
Yore club can earn $50 per person.

Just walk a precinct (neighborhood)
on Election Day.
Lunch and transportation
provided.
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Call Tom at
(415) 252-9507
By 6 PM today
or an day tomorrow
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The rally was cosponsored by
the Campus Democrats and the
Associated Students to enhance
political awareness on campus.
Feinstein was welcomed to campus
by A.S. President Ameze Washington and Merry Lindsay, president of
Campus Democrats.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
did not attend the rally.
"Her schedule did not permit"
her attending, said Lou Stahl, SJSU
public information officer.
Eu said she has no faith in
Republican leadership and in particular U.S. Senator Pcte Wilson,
who is opposing Feinstein in California’s governor race.
"Republicans are all bad administrators. . .He has been to SacraDaily stall photographer mento and I say once is enough for
A student responds to a protestor’s sign outside of The Event Pete."
Outside the Event Center two
Center after gubernatorial candidate Diane Feinstein’s speech.
SJSU student groups demonstrated
"Education of our kids is spo- in nursing, said she was pleased that in protest of Feinstein’s visit and
radic at best," she said.
this type of political awareness activ- views.
Feinstein said she would increase ay was made available to students.
Members of the College Repubthe percentage of lottery money that
"It gives you a chance to hear licans held banners proclaiming
schools get to shore up the educe- their views that aren’t misconstrued their support for Wilson. College
tion system.
by reporters and the media," she Republican President Theresa
Laura Kennedy, a junior majoring said.
Jacob said they were there ". .to

From page 1
"Big Green." is an idea whose time
has come, she said. "Let’s get
cracking and do what we should
do."
Members of the audience
responded loudly and enthusiastically when she said she would sign
into law provisions for health insurance for "all working Califomians...within the first 100 days of my
administration."
SJSU student Vicki Coffman, a
Feinstein staffer, characterized the
candidate as "courageous, skillful
and knowledgeable."
She said she joined the campaign
because "I want my daughters to
have a role model. . .1 would do
anything to get this woman elected," she said.
Feinstein criticized Republicans
in general and California Gov.
George Deukmejian and former
President Ronald Reagan specifically, for allowing education funding to slip through the cracks and
down the fiscal drain.
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never made the agreement to start
with.
Daniel Vu, coordinator for the
center, said he understood that his
center would receive the donations,
though he never did.
High school students involved
with Vu’s center donated some time
performing in the show, believing the
center would benefit, he said. "I even
made the donation box." Vu said.
In an attempt to put the past
behind them, Quach said currently
the 25 VSA officers are working to
develop the VSA’s role at SJSU.
They’ve created an eight-page

VSA
From page 1
tion until around Oct.l. At that
time, he received a phone call from
Trin Tranh, former VSA president,
who told him the VSA would like
to donate the $400.
Ha said VSA officials had agreed
in February, prior to the benefit
show, to donate the proceeds to the
Center for Southeast Asian Refugee
Resettlement.
After the show, Ha claimed the
officials reneged, saying they’d

newsletter in Vietnamese for members and other interested students
that provides information on VSA
activities.
The activities include a scholarship fund, book-trading club, an
outlet for students’ creative writing
and a volleyball/badminton tournament scheduled for Dec.1 and 2.
The tournament will have participants from college and university
VSA groups throughout Northern
California, Quach said.
Quach said the 1,000 copies of
the newsletter were printed at a cost
of $200. VSA officials were able to

dure for removing the waste, Connell said.
The plan requires that cleaners
wear protective gear, wet down the
feces with a water and bleach mixture and that all air ducts and fans
be shut down and closed during the
process, as stated in the memo.
"Some people overreact and say
there’s a problem and others claim
they’ve never heard of any dangers." Connell said.
Duncan Hall, located between
the Fourth Street and Seventh
Street garages, is a favorite roosting
place for pigeons because of its
many ledges. The best place to
view piles of poop four feet tall is
from windows in the elevator hallway looking out toward Seventh
Street.

FECES
From page 1
and left their droppings on anything
below them.
"It became an issue when some
of the droppings were improperly
removed and they became airborne
and entered the building through
the ventilation system," said
Dorothy Connell, assistant dean
from the school of science.
Cleaners were unaware of the
toxicity of the waste and it was
only when a technician pointed out
the dangers that precautions were
taken, according to Connell.
During this time, the environmental health and safety director
drafted a memo outlining a proce-
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a woman, a
liabilities I’m
Democrat and a Brown."
She is the daughter of former governor Edmund Brown and the sister
of former governor Jerry Brown.
Alluding to the other Democratic
women candidates, Brown asked
the audience, "will you help me
with the ’petticoat effect."
"This is the most important election of our time," Vasconcellos
said. A 24-year political veteran,
Vasconcellos called Republicans
"haughty."
Referring to Deukmejian. he
said,"I’m tl.e chair on the Ways and
Means Committee, and for the last
three and a half years he hasn’t
even talked to me."
Republicans, he said "are so goddamn callous." They are out to
"protect the rich and their money. .
.They don’t give a damn about anybody who isn’t wealthy and wellto-do..."
Feinstein. he said, is California’s
"ticket to the future."

make sure people know there is
another candidate."
Another SJSU group. Students
for Life, displayed anti -abortion
signs outside the rally.
The candidates and other guests
were introduced by Santa Clara
County Supervisor Ron Gonzales.
Gonzales is finance chairman for
Feinstein’s campaign in Santa Clara
County.
Jabbing at Republican campaign
fundraising techniques, McCarthy
mentioned a $25,000 per-couple
breakfast hosted recently by President Bush.
"They served poached eggs that
morning," he said. "That’s $12,500
for each poached egg."
Voters will need to decide, he
said, "what kind of California are
we going to build here?"
Stressing a message that the
"entire Democratic ticket" should
be elected, Brown said she has
three main assets.
"I’m a woman, a Democrat and a
Brown," she said. "I also have three

sell enough ads to cover $175 of
the printing, leaving $25 to come
out of club account.’;.
The scholarship fund and booktrading are just getting started,
Quach said. Once developed they
will be for VSA members only. He
said he hopes this will encourage
people to join.
The news letter is open to SJSU
students "who want to publish their
poetry and short stories in Vietnamese. We want to encourage students to practice their Vietnamese.
"Seeing their name in print is
incentive," he said.
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fonned to eliminate
unnecessary fleshy
movements and to
aohl.ne quick.
direct results You
will Worn detailed
theoretical appll.
teens twIth
practical street
wise fighting
techniques Lemons

HOUSE SUPERVISOR needed Men a
rehabilitation program Motivated
responsible student may apply
No experience necessary, has
hours. volunteer status Room II
Board provided plus benefits Call
The Christian Embassy at 9233665
JOBS

AVAILABLE
Sales
engineering. accounting and ednenisgallon
1314Inguals.
Japa-

nese English
No
fee
PERSONA at 453-0505

DRESS A TIARA herd place Never worn’ White size
12 14. paid 51 000 asking 15000,
best offer Call LYN at 246-91300,

SEIZED CARS trucks hoary ewheet
ers nwtorhome* by FBI IRS
DEA Awed le your ewe now.
Call (605)682.7555. Ed C -I255

37 HYUNDAI E %CFI GL 4 door sunroof good gas mileage stereo
dosed condition
Day* 9242856 eves 072-0709

81 MAZDA 626 2 door AT low miles
On rebuilt engine AM FM <as
setry AC Most sell $1 000 obo
Call DAVID at alt 1840 leave me.

sorting LOW PRICES. Alan
sale of accessories
VINA COMPUTER SERVICE
420 E Santa Clara S1
between 9th A 10th Si
deed SJSU garage
Monday.Eriday RPM RPM
Sat Sun 10 AN -6 PM
Call 294-1545

IBM XT CLONE. 11499 ob. 846 grape, Ins mouse
mom’ Call MARCO
et 262-04191 slier 7 pm M F

ENVIRONMENTAL
CAMPAIGN JOBS
Campaign with CALP1RG s expo

CASHIER WANTED’ PT wait on customers, clean. stock Afternoon
and
weekends
Starting
pay
Call 294-6181
EOE
56 SO hr
RACE ST FISH& POULTRY

hardworking Call
Amy Jeanine at 18001
592.2121
LOOKING FOR STUDENTS
to work on an on -campus
marketing protect tor

Part
CHIROPRACTIC ASSIST ANT
time Toes A Thum 4-730 pm
Sat 7 30 1.1,12 noon Downtown
San Jose Eiperience preferred.
not required Work with detente
front & beck office Work includes phones. scheduling typing and fillnq Call 298-8092

1

Spring [ULF Summer
Travel FREE Air courts,, needed
and crulseshe tobs Call 1.109
692.7555 eft F115111

CLERICAL DEN OFFICE Word proc.
typing Near SJSU Partilihe
Hours edible gal,, Cell NICKel
224.1000
COMPANION FOR 13 year old boy 5
days week 230 pm 5 30 pm Prefer male gr.:hate student in so
vial wore child psych special lid
Most haw* own car Call evenings
(401)395-2176
COUNSELOR DIRECT
CARE
stet
needed at local resklentiel ?dili.
ties tor young adults A *doles
cents w autism A related disable.
We FT PT positions avail Start

Sese 255,

Call 448 3953

FOR SALE
AUTO -HEALTH LIFE -HOME

loch md PT shipping also
r Welds hours wort ing around

1796 Herndon Ave

eichedule Call 14046144-0301
di 323

S J

Call NW 3042

FEMALE

MODEI S NEEDED for swim
weer glamour end fashion photo
Can Dee at 149111 211 2108
eft 1 pin

Reps

MATTRESS SETS, New twin
tull 595 queen $145 king
Stab You gel both pieces Chest
beds daybeds bunkbeds 999 A
pp Breese mirror retratend

111111111Beard

EINEM&

Four place bedroom

miler companies Must
be pre swede and outgoing
Emceed earnings’
Jeanine Amy., (8001
592-2121
MALE

CHILD CARE Near Leigh 1.15 Wet
dive 76 15 sm and or 3-8 pm
WIII conLight housekeeping
sider live In 371.3159

Fill I TIME RECEPTIONIST Customer
!Write* Rep 85 ME Skiffs Typing Apple Computer Accounting
Call 727 9483

Judy Ryan at 2913-0204
CLINIC,’ Unwonted
heir removed tor
Specrylist
confidential Your very own probe
or disposable Call 247-74413. 335

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning at 10 AM at
Campus Christian Center. 10th
San Carlos For more irdormatIon

456 Barren Ave
95037

Norb

etudents for all type.
of chliddre progrenry
Flexible schedules IL
early am A Isle pm
podia/no avail Immediately
Call 257-73266 tines
P E recreation, or

COUPLES for
relationship
questioner.
Results
anonymous Will mail quest or make or.
rengernent Call 294.9058 leave
message

COMPANION FOR leen ge
boy Mon -Fri 243 pm Must have
car excellent
reform..
Call
slier 7 pm 395-2178

lifECC INTERN NEEDED for adolescent girls group home Volunteer

HOUSING
FREE PENT in scharige for 10 hours
of babysittin9wk Non-smoker
Call 2699614
ROOM FOR RENT. $300 mo plus 1 2
uttlIllas SSO deposit I block from
SJSU Need by Nov 15 Call KARI
et 294-9058 laws Inessege
SJSU-7a0 S 11th Street 2 beam 2
bath remodeled end very dein
Ample perking. 5750-S800 rno
Laundry on site society building. bicycle reds Call 288-9157

LOST

FOUND

GNI KHAI at 9295716 RE-

WARD
LOST

BLACK DAYTIMER notebook
Bolin ATM Please call Ken 923-

1100 REWARD
for Information leading
to the recovery of my

MUSIC ROOM HELP WANTED, Con
tart the Student Union Directory
Office or call 924-63$0

green white HARO
mountain bike Stolen
Tues Oct 30 horn bik
rack between RFC CENTER
and MUSIC HALL Great

PACKAGE HANDLERS NEEDED for
our San Jose office 67 SO hr plus
it 00 leir free towards tuition

wnernenial value Pees*

Hours swaged* 2
rn to 7 m
Roedwer Package System IN/
Wrigley Way Milpitas 406.283
2074

call 251.1465

PERSONALS

between 6.10 pm

eyebrows-lips -cheeks A the
luxury of sensuoue eyes
Coe by December 291990
receives 15% discount

AFFORDABLE

Kentwood Kicker Linear Power
eons. Rocktord rope,* Sony
Ungo Box. Yamaha, Zap.

Or
Two
Throe Foul
Day
Days
Days Days
$500 $600 $670 $ 7 40
$600 $670 $740 $ 8 io
$700 $740 $810 $ 8 eo
$800 $870 $940 $ro ro
ach
Adclitional
I ine $1 00
II

Wen Regular Rel..
Full Time or Peri emit

Five
Days
S 800
S 8 80
$ 960
$10 80

$I 50-52 page
Macintosh
laser print.
Notes papers letters
news, etc
Fr... edging
1:10hrmann Betimes Conte,
325 5 ’5151 151 Fl 2133-0700

ters. theses eft Left, twenty. All
formats plus APA SPELCHEK
punctuation grammar assistance
All wort
Call PAM
247-2981 8 arn-Ape,
WO,er,

ACCURATE

COMPUTER

WORDPROCESSOR Nee, Home
ton L Winchester Call SHIRLEY
at 379-3619, KATHY al 379-1105

TYPING -WORD PROCESSING
Term papers reports
thesis resume*
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
Ceti 972.1563
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE
Resumes Lefter Reports
Reesonooki Rates
Laser Printing
P U A Del Cover all ere. of
San Jose Campbell 1
Santa Clore
Call tor free *serene

$2 per pegs
LETTER QUALITY
COMPUTER PROCESSING
FREE spell check
Help with gramme.

223-6331
WORD PROCESSING L TR QUALITY
PHOTOCOPIES MORE’
Newry Resumes Flyers Etc

Reasoned* rotes
Minimum $2 per page
Cell RAJU at 238-8759

Quick refurn-SuPerld
CECILIA--4011223-6102
Wd proc S2 25 pg 314 hr

PRECISION
.10N 3900Ru.D.790Cu.Er.SnS.ING
123 w’
retry Term pspers
transcription
10.0w..

tape

IIIIN

whichever kna-So Si are.I? degrees 20 yrs business
political communications

NM MEM=

Each
Extra
Day
$1 50
$200
$3 00
$350

Semester Rates (All Inuits)

Ia ach Me 115 23 spaces available including spaces ahd punck,at ohs
441) classified advetEserxems must be paid fOt advance

(408) 924-3277

Print Name
Address

Phone

____ _

Zip

City 8 State
Enclosed IS $

-

Days

F Ill

,,i rcki Clesalfleallon
I

ACUFAC TS INC
SECURITY
S7 Urn START
Wed h Pry
inwediery Interviews

TWO BLOCKS mom CAMPUS
newt to Original Joe’s
TYPING
WORDPROCESSING

(Count approximately 13 letters and spaces (Or each tine)

5-9 Lines $70 00
10-14 t Ines 590 00
15.19 Lines $110 00

SECURITY OFFICERS
PROCESS SERVERS
Full thne.perl time
SO. all stiles
We will train
Apply in parson
Mon .Fri awn 4 prn
NW Need. Ave Si

AND EXPERIENCED
wordprocessing’ Term papers reports, group peepers, resumes. let-

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

Flexible

hours
queered.,
wage.
BLACKBURN s AUTO SAL ES
Call 292.4 t 21 t331S lel St Si

FAST

Affordable accurate. IL
foal. Spell Gram ck owl
Close to campus
Pickup avail

I SE L CAR STEREOS I give big, big
discounts to fellow SJSU stu.
dents I an fully an authorized
caner for Audio Control. Add.*
Clarion 13 . S Redline. Infinity

SERVICES
294-1933
50‘. off wr SJSU ID

Print Your Ad Here

SAL ESPERSONS
WANTED.
ENG
11511 SPANISH bilingual only No
necessary

FREE ’penciled. stored
Low-coel editing A graphics
Call Paul Virginia-251-0449

EVEL YN 270-9014

SALES -ELECTRICAL We are looking
for
!weed number of people to

irpedenc

for reports, psperelheses
resume.. whet -ever Science L
English papers our specialty

=NM MINI NMI MI

peryition
No dperkince nee *awry we hien Call LE at 492
93E7

alstanc Poselon are employer
pied Requires good commie...a
lion ekes Call BRIAN KOPP at
EITP for an inhere. (415)275
1059

theses. etc Grad A undergred
Available drys eve. &weekends

resumes tenths & more
POSTSCRIPT LASERJET

STEREO

smile Handouts. exams.
ekes resumes papers. etc
DEBBIE’S SECRETARIAL

EXPERIENCED, FAST
WORD processors familiar
with AMA Turebryn formats

ABANDON THE FRUSTRATION’
CALL EDP SERVICES’
Reports_ term papers

TEACHERS’ STUDENTS,
Work done professionally.
accurately. quickly 11 with

Cali

Too many reports and not
enough timer LET ME DO THE
TYPING, Resumes. term papers

try Pla Laser Printer Call ANNA
at 972-4992

by TRISH
Enhance your natural beauty.
Have natural looking beautiful

PRODUCT MARKETING MOT
Sports minded people needed tot
Santa Clara office management

run through tree *oleo training
program If aceephid we wet as
slat you with your resume, ml.,
clewing skills and decement es

drys week by appointment
RO2 274-3684

John or Pauline

tor students tocutts
621 E Campbell AVe .17
call 379-1500

0916

position Greet experience Contact 5591503

SJSU tor 4 years) high quality
Wrm papers theses. resumes lel
lies group protects mc APA
speciallot
spelling grammar
punctuation check Avellablo

*ASH’

PERMANENT COSMETICS

HAVE YOU SEEN THE Citadel 90
Overtel yearbook? It * black
gold

Fine &mood prep/eaten

LEARN RUSSIAN FAST"
From NATIVE Russian
weNsdiam
New techniques directly
from USSR Prectical
dialogues Reading writing
skills Call
Y A at 281-1448

EVERGREEN WORDPROCESSING
Professional
typist
(serving

AAAAAA HA.
NO TIME to type your
paper memo?
We can type It FAST and NEAT
with a LOW RATE for students
As low as S2 page
Call now’ 942-0191 923-3958

(415)841-5036

1 puny check Reasonable rates
Quick turnaround
12 minutes
hom campus Call KATE at Technically Typing 14081211-0750

Edging egoista.. -Yee
op grammar sentence structure
APA Tursttlan. MLA formats
Willow Glen Area

TYPING

EDITORIAL, RESEARCH SERVICES
Tutoring, consultation billow.
pet materials and editing sehr.

SERVICING your Word Processing
and Graphics needs Term papars reports theses etc LASER
PRINTER
FREE grammer spel-

CALL MRS MORTON-286-0448
Word Pertect
Laser Printer
Theses Term Popes Resumes

$200 depose by Nov 9, 1990
MERILYN
TRAVEL
PUBLICATIONS (406)776-7101

SERVICES

icea

evened. Almaden Branham ores
P110110 254-4504

7 DAY MEXICAN RIVIERA CRUISE.
Only $889 per person’ Three ports
of call Departs March 10. 1900

your design or logo
Call BRAINSTORM

you with resumes, letters
and reports Very reasonable Technical writing
background Please cell
W06)246-8486

term paper* group proldry.
etc All lormat Including
APA Laser printer Quick
return Transcription services

Call 997-3847 and Ink
for ARLENE.

084-5203

Attention ENGINEERING
students and non-native
sposiwa, Let rne twip

Call Marsha 266-9448
CALL LINDA TODAY
tor experienced. professions!
word procensing These..

plane NOW,

Call

SANTA CLARA EDITORIAL

Format Edo Lawry/clot
Theses. Term Pipers. Outlines

Morgan Hill. Ca.

etc

TYPING. wordproeasel., Close to campus Fes,
turnaround Please call 292-4096

(408)295-7438

Low airfares’
Make your Chrletrnes

Earn money for your fryterney
oddity club or business by selling silk screened TShirts Leth

education units del

PROFESSIONAL

APA NURSING NUSF PSYCH

WHERE DO YOU
want to 93,7 Hawaii.
Mexico. Europe. U

NEED
TEACHERS AIDES SUBS,
Small World Schools
is hiring pert -time

graphics
today’

Good feeling and grammar
also help Let this
English twelve assist
you in improving your
G P A Foreign students
welcome Call BARBARA
at WRITE TYPE

NEED

INFORMATION ON Buenos
Aires? The Amazon? Kauai? Cancun? Inskle "revel Reports- give
you down-to-earth Information’
19 95 each Merlyn Publications.

theses, legal papers, moiling lists.

TYPED PAPER
gets the best grade

NEATLY

AIR FARE DISCOUNTS. TWA offers
on any Published lore Purchaseny
eTWAb.ith.
slude nt discount
out
inn
Card co end
lane
creases Call ANDY now at 2938720

ELECTROLYSIS

about activities, call Rev
Firnhaber at 296-0204

professional depandeble service

TRAVEL

(415)982-8801

$1.000 tor lone week
orwcempu marketing
doled Organized end

ACTIVISTS

’EARN EXTRA INCOME.
Up to 5900 my and it edam,
super-enc. for professional
career PT 11 VT account dee
poeitiona avallsble In high

Stale farm Insurance Co
MOSSY N STAR

Office. 304 Floor. Student Union

Ca 95055

CHRISTMAS

COMPUTER REPAIR
Data recovery hardware
upgredes Sofhwere con

MAINTENANCE
ASSISTANT positions evallable in Student Union. 15-20 hrs per week
Basic mechanical skills needed
Posited.) may become full-tires
in Summer Contact Ihe Dine-lora

Call

LOOKING FOR A
STUDENT organirytion the
would like to earn $500-

HELP WANTED

NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday evenings at
6 30 8 6 00 PM. Congers Chrietryn
Center. 10th
San Carlos For
more into about other activities
call Father Mark Newry or Sister

S Beywood Ave . San Jose

STUDENT

guide show you how Send
$6 95 to *0 M Publications
P0 Box 3729. Santa Clara

1415)384-0116

nage

COMPUTERS

Santa Clara (Between Noe
Son Tomas) 777-4865

cruisellnes, and other tropical
resorts Let our informative

James at 415.323.5351

AUTOMOTIVE

credit union
Apply at 3212 Scott Blvd

JOBS IN PARADISE
Learn hoer to obtain exciting
new careers with CLUB MED,

WEDDING

fenced doff and pass ground
breaking laws to Lean up the en
voronment For an interview call

SIN Slane Wong
293.3644

companies
BEST BENEFITS AVAILABLE
Sharp blazer uniform, v tweed-.
pay. mad dent Ins and

WOMEN WELCOME to WOMAN
owned business. Call Patty or
John .1993-1881

more Student ID read 14151 791)0292.1v mac MARC

CATHOLIC

No Experience Necessary
Vanguard is lookIrq for
friendly people to work
at sate. mecum high tech

Stadium Base plus huge commission Sales position no exp.
Hence ndeesary flexible hours

14081259-8000

ere taught using
traditional. one on
on. methods Women
and men are
encouraged to apply
Mon and Wed 7.9prn
RI SPX 202

GET INTO A greet Industry data 8. telecommunications Near Spartan

I

Announcements

Greek

Services

Automotive

Help Wanted

Stereo

Computers

Housing

For Sale

LoslA Found

Travel
Typing

Personal

fte tmt mmassamiemlitNIIMemimimove

3E140 CHECK MONET 090E8
’IR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose. California 95192-0149

ClaSSfaid Desk Located Intifle
Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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West Hall haunted and scary;
residents treat kids to candy
By Amanda Helen
Cobwebs tilled the ninth and
10th floors of Joe West Hall on
Tuesday night and it was not because the custodians could not
reach the corners of the walls to
clean.
The guests, who ranged in ages
from 10-18 and were from the
Friends From Outside women’s
shelter and the Bill Wilson House,
trick-or-treated through the ninth
and 10thfloors of Joe West Hall on
Tuesday night, according to Gina
Yamamoto, Third House secretary.
The Third House, (the West
Hall government for the ninth and
10th floors) and interest group
Sigma Pi co-sponsored the Halloween event with a mummy wrap.
marshmallow races, face painting.
Twister games and trick-or-treating for the group, according to
Brian Garcia, president of the
Third House and Sigma Pi member

"I’m just happy to do this, it’s
one thing Sigma Pi is about, helping the community and helping the
school," said Tom Glass. Sigma
Pi vice president.
Ninth floor resident Erica Shirley, speaking for the Third House
said, "for the most part they want
them to have a really good time."
"It gives (the children) an opportunity to have a positive direction in life and say ’wow’ these
guys are in college and I want to do
that," Sigma Pi member Scott
Groneman said.
One of the guests was 8-year-old
Tiff. who came to West Hall for
probably the only Halloween celebration she’ll have this year. Tiff
said that she met a buddy from
West Hall and talked about her favorite musical group, New Kids
On The Block, and her witch costume.
"I wanted to be a witch," she
said as she brushed her black and
grey wig away from her face.

The residents of the Third House
supported the event with their own
Halloween games.
Ninth floor resident J.P. Kauinana created a haunted house with
some of the residents on the floor
to add to the pre-Halloween festivities for the younger guests
At his parent’s home, Kauinana
would prepare for neighborhood
trick or treaters with gravestones
and dry ice in the front yard and
"scare the hell out of them," he
said.
With the cue "Count, I need a
piece of candy," from resident
Chris McMitchell, "Count" Kauinana would swing open the door
and frighten the Halloweeners that
were waiting in the hall.
"Is he human?" one child asked
about McMitchell.
"This is so much fun," Kauinana said with a devish smile
across his painted face.
"You can always scare a kid
twice."

Modem dance, poetry and sculpture
highlight Dance for Two this weekend
By SheHie Terry
Daily staff writer

Modern dance pieces, performed to a wide range of music
such as Mozart, Kate Bush and
Siouxie & the Banshees, will be
presented on campus Saturday and
Sunday nights.
A San Jose-based dance company called Dance For Two cooradinated six dance pieces, three poetry readings and four sculpture
displays by Robin Maxwell which
begin at 8 p.m. in the SJSU Dance
Studio Theatre.
All of’ the dances will be either
solos or duets. The pieces range
from humorous to dramatic with
story lines.
In a piece called "Appollankatu." a man riding a bike in a
trench coat comes across a woman
playing a iolin
[ter chancing

Pri,stine’s
Pi,cks
For the weekend of Nov. 2

Events:FOOTBALL
Take
advantage
of one o f
the few
tailgating
opportuniies left this
season as SJSU
takes on Cal State
Fullerton on
Saturday. Our
Spartan Sports Studs
predict SJSU 39,
Fullerton 11.

gether, the two people trade identities.
"Somebody’s got to be pleased
with each piece." said Jenny
McAllister of Dance For Two.
Many of the dances depict everyday situations and male/female
relationships.
"If you can relate to something
on stage it’s easier to watch,"
McAllister said.
The show will run approximately 90 minutes with an intermission.
The Dance For Two company
was formed I 1/2 years ago by Donn
Frederick Leach and McAllister.
The dancers met at SJSU and are
now both working on their masters
degrees here while running their
Iwo-person company.
"We thought ’How perfect to
ha% e t tv.0-person company: you

only have to split the pay check
two-ways’," McAllister said.
"It’s difficult to make money
dancing, but we do it for the love
of dance and to keep the tradition
alive."
Leach and McAllister not only
work together, but live together as
well.
"It’s good because it’s easier for
us to act together on stage when we
have to act like we’re in love,"
McAllister said.
Dance For Two has performed
in the bay area as well as Arizona
and hope to perform in Los Angeles in April.
Tickets for Saturday and Sunday’s show are $5 for students and
$7 for general audience.

0 Poe

Publicity photo

Indian dancer Mythili Kumar is scheduled to perform Saturday on campus

Indian dance comes to SJSU

By Shellie Terry
Daily staff writer
An India-native dancer and her
dance company will perform classical Indian dance forms on Saturday night.
Mythili Kumar, director of the
Abhinaya Dance Company in San
Jose, will present "Women Triumphant" which depicts mythical
goddesses in Morris Dailey Auditorium at 7 p.m.
The dance forms which Kumar
specializes in include Bharatanatyam, Kuchipudi and Odissi. Indian dance involves hand vocabu-

YOU’LL LOVE THIS
NEW MUSIC OR
WE’LL GIVE YOU
YOUR MONEY BACK

0,1

Music, sort of:
2 Live
Crew,
those
purveyers
of pornographic prose, will
be taking the stage at
the Santa Clara
County Fairgrounds
Saturday night. All I
can say is that I’m
sure that you have
better things to do
than listen to them
scream out their own
sexual deviances.
Pris show’s up
at the Daily each
Thursday to tell us and
you where to go and
what to do each
weekend. Pristine’s
opinions are her own,
but we usually agree.
She can occasionally be
reached at (408) 9243280.

qualit).
All of the dancers, except one
guest artist, performing on Saturday are from the Abhinaya school.
This show marks the first performance in San Jose by Kumar’s
non-profit school.
The guest dancer, Jyotirmayi
Lakkaraju. originally from south
central India. specializes in the
Kuchipudi dance form.
Saturday’s performance has
been funded partially by a grant
from Mervyns for a two-year project. Kumar plans to return to
SJSU next year in November.

WE GUARANTEE

90

111111111.1111.1mommillliMEMINIbmw.

clonVorr

lary. precise and forceful foot
movements and, unlike western
dance, incorporates facial jestures.
The Bharatanatyam form comes
from south east India and was originally performed by devadasis, the
servants of the Gods such as priests
and priestesses.
Kumar began dancing at 8
years-old. She studied these dance
pieces extensively in New Delhi.
India before coming to America in
1978. Kumar formed her dance
company in 1981 and has trained
eleven students to performance-
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READ THE DAILY.

. . THEN RECYCLE
DRED ZEPPELIN
UN -LED -ED
Dread Zeppelin, fork n roll’s dream makers, love
taken and on night sheet shakers, are bark with
them ciebut album, tin led Ed Recorded over a
kite year period of Abbas Polar Studios Stockholm),
in led Ed is a musnal masterstroke, o triumph of
good oval evil, and a true gift to olernity

ALLIED HEALTH
PROFESSIONALS
& ADMINISTRATORS

Plan a future that soars.
Take your science-related degree
into the Air Force, and become an
officer in the Biomedical Sciences
Corps You’ll learn more, you’ll grow
faster-you’ll work with other dedicated professionals in a quality environment where your contributions
are needed.
In short, you’ll gain more of everything that matters most to you. You
and the Air Force. launch now-call

COMPACT DISC

CASSETTE

$798 $1198
Reg.
$9.49

199

SANTA CLARA
3785 Stevens Creek
CUPERTINO
20600 Stevens Creek

THOUSANDS Of
VIDEO RENTAIS

WESTGATE WEST

EVERYDAY

4%

49(

5255 Prospect Rd

(.1m,1AseAs

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
(7OLLECT
40D-559-17M

SALE SUBJECT IC) MCI( 0I1 HAND PPR_ is
HOURS 10 A M TO 10

PM SUN THRU THURS

0383

THOU I I / 90
10 A M TO 1 I PM fRI L

SAT

